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Solution Architecture
Support agile development with 
solution architecture
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“Enterprises must rapidly adapt to keep 
pace with digital disruption. Agile helps by 
keeping software delivery focused on 
immediate needs, but those that mix in 
architecture governance, designing solutions 
for openness to future change, see stronger 
results...
This means effective developer-
architect relations are a critical foundation 
for digital business ”

By Randy Heffner with Christopher Mines,
Allison Vizgaitis, Andrew Reese
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Key Challenges

● Requirements quickly evolve due 
to constant market changes

● Development teams are 
confronted to shorter deadlines in 
Agile environments

● Current Enterprise Architecture 
practices may lose relevance in the 
face of a lean and agile culture

● Agile teams design an emerging 
architecture, but it is not aligned 
with the strategy 

● Development teams work in silos 
on a limited scope losing sight into 
the entire project

Constant Market Changes Development Silos EA and Agile
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Objectives

● Create a comprehensive, standardized solution documentation that 
can be quickly and easily updated as the outputs evolve and the 
projects progress.

● Break down silos across dev teams and shorten development cycles

● Build an architecture that supports agile developments
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With MEGA HOPEX, You Can:

● Build the Strategic Roadmap by 
planning business capabilities

● Tie software development projects 
to business capabilities

● Define current and intentional 
Architecture for each phase of the 
roadmap

Plan the architecture Share strategic visionDefine standards, 
reference models

● Produce a variety of reference 
models including architecture 
diagrams, UML diagrams, data 
models, and system processes

● Keep an inventory of 
architectures that evolve as 
developments occur.

● Manage a portfolio of standard 
technologies so Dev Teams use 
approved technologies.

● Provide a complete overview of 
the development projects by 
sharing deliverables to the 
development teams

● Use a single platform that brings 
together development teams and 
all IT project stakeholders
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Examples of Deliverables

Bring strategic vision to dev teams so that 
they get the full picture of the developments

Map business capabilities with projects and 
deliverables to get a clear visibility on how 
development projects support the business
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Examples of Deliverables

Define technology standards so that dev teams use 
approved technologies

Provide reference architecture so that dev 
teams can reuse them
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Examples of Deliverables

Detail some of the use cases of the new 
application by using UML diagrams to 
provide the functional basis

Design environment diagrams for an overview of all 
interactions 
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Insurance
Solution architecture in agile 
environment

A US company in the health care insurance sector with around 
50,000 employees.

● Objectives
● Transform the EA practice to “turn business vision 

into IT action”. This objective followed the creation of 
a brand-new consumer-centric health plan, relying on 
a new technology platform.

● Support agile developments with solution architecture
● Architects to become an integral part of the delivery 

scrum teams

● Results
● The company successfully run its first Scaled Agile 

Framework program, with more than 700 people 
involved:
o Integration of software from 15 different sources 

through 400 integration points, delivered in 10 
months and at less than 25 percent of the 
traditional cost of integration

o Design defects were reduced by 50 % and 
delivery speed was doubled

● The EA practice “moved from information and app 
architecture to solution and integration architecture.”

The EA practice of the company had “moved 
from information and app architecture to 
solution and integration architecture.”

observed EA Awards judge, in the 2016 
Enterprise Architecture Awards
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Capture 
business 

objectives

Methodology Key Milestones

• Capture company’s 
vision, objectives, 
strategy and tactics

• Build the enterprise 
roadmap by planning 
capabilities 
supporting strategic 
objectives 

• Tie software 
development projects 
to planned business 
capabilities

• Design intentional 
architecture including 
application and 
technology 
architecture

• Detail some of the use 
cases with UML 
diagrams 

• Define technology 
standards that can be 
used by dev teams

• Reconcile the 
intentional architecture 
with the emergent 
design coming from 
the Agile teams

• Track progress of the 
developments

• Share with dev teams 
how projects support 
business capabilities 
and value streams, as 
well as related 
deliverables

• Review ongoing 
projects and check if 
they are still aligned 
with the strategy

Define 
Intentional 
Architecture

Update models 
as developments 

happen 

Share 
information to 

dev teams
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Best Practices

● Lead a guild of enterprise architecture across dev teams

● Extend the EA practice to champions inside development 
teams

● Get an EA governance transparent and readable

● Ensure alignment between business strategy and IT 
strategy

● Ensure IT assets are properly documented: data, services, 
application landscape.

● Reduce technical debt

● Business architects and solution architects to work 
collaboratively and design the continuous architecture.

● Try to design multiple sketches of applications based on the 
business requirements
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Business Value Metrics

● Number of non-recommended technologies 
in projects

● Number of projects using non-reference 
models or emerging design from dev 
teams.

● Gaps between documented design and 
effective implementation

● Time to market

● Number of design documentation views
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